Abstract

Most knowledge bases (KBs) that emerged in recent years are static. They contain facts about the world yet are seldom updated as the world changes: attributes or possessions of entities in the KB change over time; what (actions) the entities can do or what can be done to them change over time. Current methods for extracting facts in the KBs do not yet detect such state changes although these changes have implications for the correctness of the KB. We propose a method for learning change-of-states in entities that are brought about by event-expressing verbs acting on the entities. These change of states in entities can be viewed as KB updates of facts pertaining to these entities. We envision a resource of state changing verbs, that contains pre- and post-conditions of each verb on its arguments: the entry condition of entities that allow an event expressed by the verb to take place and the condition of entities that will be true after the event occurs. When a state changing verb acts on an entity or when the entity’s state change is detected in text, we can use the resource to update KB facts about the entity.

1 Introduction

Today’s KBs are largely static [1, 2, 3]. They are seldom updated as the web changes when in reality new facts arise while others cease to be valid or change over time. One approach towards real-time population of KBs is to extract relational facts between entities from dynamic content of the web such as news, blogs and user comments in social media [4]. However, current methods for extracting relational facts do not differentiate between patterns for extracting facts with those pertaining to state changes. For example, although the verbs: marry and divorce are both good patterns for extracting HASSPOUSE relational facts, they cause different change of states in their arguments – one causes its arguments to change state from “single” to “married” while the other from “married” to “single”. In other words, their arguments have different sets of pre- and post-conditions. These pre- and post-conditions can be useful for differentiating that “marry” signals the beginning of HASSPOUSE relation while “divorce” signals the end – a useful information for updating this KB relation.

This paper proposes recasting KB updates as a new task of identifying state changes of entities brought upon by state-changing verbs. To realize such an approach, we propose to construct a resource of state changing verbs. This includes the pre- and post-conditions of each verb on its arguments: the entry condition of entities that allow an event expressed by the verb to take place and the condition of entities that will be true after the event occurs.

Building such a resource and recasting KB updates as state change detection, bring about several other advantages:

1. Even when relational facts between entities are not stated explicitly in text (e.g., via relational verb phrases), relations can still be inferred from change of state in entities.
example, if an entity changes state from being *single* to being *married*, then we can infer that there is a HASSPOUSE relation existing between the entity and another entity in text.

2. Typical current state of entities can be inferred from state changing verbs acting on them. For example, if there is a state changing verb *fire* acting on an entity, then we can infer that the entity is typically now *unemployed*.

3. Detecting when a state change occurs to an entity can be used for temporally scoping the corresponding KB facts about the entity [5].

4. Useful event sequences such as scripts [6] can be modeled as a collection of events chained together by the pre-condition and post-condition overlap of their shared entities.

5. Knowledge of pre-condition and post-condition of entities opens up interesting opportunities for other inferences and reasoning e.g., to infer links between semantic roles of related events, or to infer how the effect of one event can be cascaded down via the pre- and post-condition of the shared entities to other entities.

### Verb Resource

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Resource</th>
<th>Verb Resource</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>marry(Partner_1, Partner_2, time_marry)</td>
<td>bear(Mother, Child, time_bear)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pre-condition:</strong></td>
<td><strong>pre-condition:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjective(Partner_1) = [single, engaged]</td>
<td>adjective(Mother) = [prenant, expecting]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjective(Partner_2) = [single, engaged]</td>
<td><strong>post-condition:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>post-condition:</strong></td>
<td>verb(Mother) = [give_birth]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjective(Partner_1) = [married]</td>
<td>adjective(Child) = [born]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjective(Partner_2) = [married]</td>
<td><strong>in-typically-temporally-before:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-typically-temporally-before:</td>
<td>study(Student, Institution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>divorce(Partner_1, Partner_2)</td>
<td>(Student = Child)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bear(Mother, Father, Child)</td>
<td><strong>in-typically-temporally-after:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is-typically-temporally-after:</td>
<td>marry(Partner_1, Partner_2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>propose(Speaker, Addressee)</td>
<td>(Partner_1 = Mother if MALE(Partner_1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Speaker = Partner_1 &amp; Addressee = Partner_2]</td>
<td>(Partner_2 = Mother if MALE(Partner_2))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expresses-relation:</td>
<td>expresses-relation:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASSPOUSE(Partner_1, Partner_2)</td>
<td>HASCHILD(Mother, Child,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begins_time = time_marry</td>
<td>begin_time, end_time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>begin_time = time_bear</td>
<td>begin_time = time_bear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: An illustration of the proposed resource of state-changing verbs.

## 2 Proposed Resource

Figure 1 is an illustration of the proposed verb resource. For each verb, when available, the pre- and post-condition of its arguments (semantic roles) are listed. The pre- and post-condition of each argument are word vectors containing the frequency of verbs, adjectives, and nouns co-occurring with an argument that express the state of the argument before and after it participates in the event expressed by the verb. These verbs, adjectives and nouns in the vectors intuitively represent what the argument does/what is done to it i.e., the verbs for which the argument is the Subject/Object, how it is described (i.e., its attributes), and what it possesses.

For example, the pre-condition of Partner_1 of the verb *marry* is a vector containing the adjectives *single* and *engaged*, while the post-condition is a vector containing the adjective *married*. Note that some post-condition vectors can contain the words in the pre-condition vectors but with a decrease in frequency. For example, the post-condition of *marry* can contain the word *single* at a decreased frequency. The change in frequency can be used to detect incidence of state change.

For each verb in the resource, whenever available, verbs that typically follow/precede it are also listed. These can be learned from the corpora (using narrative script finding [7] or textual entailment methods [8]) or inferred from the pre- and post-condition of verbs. For example, the verbs *divorce* and *propose* can be inferred to follow/precede the verb *marry* from the pre- and post-condition of their arguments while other verbs like: *bear* are verbs that often follow/precede *marry* in the corpora without requiring that their arguments’ pre-/post-condition match *marry*’s post-/pre-condition. This temporal sequence is another useful resource about verbs. Temporal sequences of verbs can be
useful for predicting temporal sequences of events, for example. They can also be useful to better disambiguate the meaning of a verb in a sentence, given the presence of other verbs in the document.

Whenever verbs are temporally linked, the links between their semantic roles are also added. These links can be useful for inferring semantic role labels or for resolving co-reference involving temporally linked verbs, for example. The mapping to the KB relation is also included. For example, the verb marry is mapped to HASPOUSE relation and the time of marry is mapped to the begin time of HASPOUSE i.e., the verb marry causes a state change signaling the beginning (i.e., the creation) of a HASPOUSE fact over entities expressed by marry’s arguments. This mapping to the KB facilitates knowledge base updates of an entity’s facts when a state changing verb acts on the entity.

3 Background

3.1 Theory of Verbs

State changing verbs have their background in linguistics. In the linguistic study of verb meaning, verbs can be categorized into stative or dynamic [9]. The stative verbs express states of the arguments while the dynamic verbs express events (e.g., want vs. acquire, own vs. buy, work vs. hire). In particular, state changing verbs, also known as change-of-state verbs in linguistics, express the change of state of the arguments participating in the event [10]. Stative verbs have a simple event structure: [y ⟨STATE⟩] or [BECOME [y ⟨STATE⟩]] while state changing verbs have a complex event structure: [[x ACT] CAUSE [BECOME [y ⟨STATE⟩]]] where x and y are verbs’ arguments.

Although state changing verbs have been studied extensively in linguistics, there is not yet a lexical resource that compiles the actual change of state brought about by these verbs on their arguments. A lexical resource that represents the meanings of these verbs as changes in the states of their arguments is compelling because it opens a range of new inference options for KB updates and more generally for natural language understanding.

3.2 Conceptual Dependency Theory

The idea of representing events as concepts (objects and actions) and the change-of-state caused by the actions on the objects can be found in Conceptual Dependency Theory [6]. This theory focuses on extracting concepts from the sentence and modeling their dependencies: objects can perform actions, actions can be performed on objects, objects can be described by states, and actions can change the state of objects.

The advantage of Conceptual Dependency Theory is that it is a language-independent meaning representation. Words can trigger conceptual dependency structures that can provide predictions about what will come next. It also facilitates inference – unstated change-of-state or states of unknown words can be inferred. Inference is also attached to concepts so there is no need for complex inference rules. However, the critique of this theory is that it is incomplete. There is no ontology of objects or actions. The states of the objects are defined ad-hoc (e.g., the state of being “dead” means having a “health” score of -10 while being “tip top” means having a score of +7). The set of chosen actions are also critiqued in terms of whether it is sufficient to represent all the possible events in the world. To resolve these issues, we propose to focus instead on verbs for expressing actions. This will provide a high-coverage vocabulary of events described in natural language. Secondly, by relating objects and actions to entities and relations in knowledge bases, we can give an ontology to objects and actions and a clear definition of states and change-of-states as relation instances and their updates in the knowledge base.

3.3 Pre- and Post-condition from Time-Stamped Corpora

In our previous work [11], we discovered that we can automatically identify changes that occur to an entity based on the changes in the words surrounding the entity over time. By clustering the words that surround the entity over time, we identify when (at which year) changes occur, and also what changes occur (i.e., what clusters of words are in transition).

We learn two important insights from this work: (1) that some changes occurring to an entity can be identified from the changes in the words surrounding the entity over time and (2) that some changes
occurring to an entity can coincide with events happening to the entity. We want to extend this work by learning for state changing verbs (i.e., verbs that express events and change the state of their arguments), the change brought about by these verbs on the arguments. We propose to learn this change from the change in the words surrounding entities expressed by these arguments over time.

4 Sources of Pre-and-post Conditions of Verbs

The first challenge to building a resource on the pre- and post-conditions of verbs is sparsity in the source documents from which to extract these pre- and post-conditions. One source may not be enough for learning pre- and post-condition of verbs. Some pre- and post-condition may not always be mentioned explicitly in sentences, or they may only be mentioned long before or long after the event that causes the state change happened.

Therefore, we propose to restrict ourselves to learning instantaneous state change – state change that happens instantly after the event happens. We also propose to utilize signals from several corpora of different nature such that the sparsity of one may be compensated by the redundancy of another.

4.1 Corpus Statistics

Inspired by the previous work [11], we can leverage the idea that the change happening to entities participating in a state changing event can be identified from the change in the words surrounding the entities over time, for example results, see Table [1]. In this table, we can see that the word uni-grams and bi-grams before and after the events expressing the relation PRESIDENTOF(Person, US) and WINAWARD(Movie, Best Picture) reflect meaningful events and state changes happening to the entities. These context show the potential for learning typical pre-and-post conditions of state-changing verbs for the PRESIDENTOF relation such as elect and the state-changing verbs for the WINAWARD relation such as win.

Since one corpus may be sparse for learning pre- and post-condition of verbs, we can make use of corpora of different time-stamp granularity to complement one another. For example, the effect of the verb “marry” (e.g., “married”, “spouse”) may not be mentioned in the news document the day after the marriage event happened but they may be mentioned in the biographies of the entities in books. Hence, the sparsity of news documents with the day granularity (GigaWord [12]) can be overcome by the redundancy of documents with the year granularity (Google Books N-gram [13]).

4.2 Wikipedia Edit History

Another challenge to learning the pre- and post-conditions of verbs is that they may not always be mentioned explicitly in text. Some pre-condition may not be mentioned explicitly but edited out of the document when the post-condition occurs. Consider the state changing verb, “married”. its typical pre-condition “engaged” is often omitted from documents that talk about the entity that is now no longer just engaged but married. This pre-condition can be extracted, for example, from Wikipedia edit history of the relevant entities. Methods to automatically classify Wikipedia edits into their different types [14] can be used to filter Wikipedia edits for only those relevant to the state change in entities.

4.3 Lexical Resources

Another challenge to learning the pre- and post-conditions of verbs is that for some state-changing verbs their pre- and post-conditions are such basic knowledge that they are rarely mentioned in text e.g., sad, anger, etc. Some state-changing verbs are also very rare that the verbs themselves are rarely mentioned in general purpose text e.g., achromatize.

Therefore, we propose to restrict ourselves and start only with state-changing verbs that can be found aplenty in general purpose corpora such as GigaWord [12], Google Books N-gram [13], Wikipedia, and ClueWeb [15]. For the purpose of knowledge base updates, we will also focus first on verbs that can express existing relations in the knowledge bases such as YAGO [11], NELL [2] and KBP [1].
Table 1: Example of various contexts learned automatically from a time-stamped corpus, before and after the event expressing the relation happens. These context show the potential for learning typical pre-and-post conditions of events.

In future, for verbs whose pre- and post-condition are basic knowledge, we can start from dictionary definitions of verbs to extract their pre- and post-condition. For example, from the WordNet [16] definition of the verb *anger* as “become angry”, we can infer that the post-condition of this verb *anger* contains adjectives such as “angry”.

Lexical resources of verbs such as VerbNet [17] also contains useful diagnostics for detecting pre- and post-condition of verbs from the parse information and the syntactic realizations of verbs and their semantic roles in sentences. For example, the verb *deport* can appear syntactically in sentences as “Agent deport Theme to Destination” which translates semantically in VerbNet to CAUSE(Agent, Event), LOCATION(START(Event), Theme, ?Source), LOCATION(END(Event), Theme, Destination). We can therefore infer that *deport* causes LOCATION changes in its pre- and post-condition.

Other lexical resource such as FrameNet that contains sequences of causally related frames can be used to infer pre- and post-condition of verbs that evoke these frames. The *pre*-condition of some verbs that evoke a frame can be constrained by or inferred from the *post*-condition of verbs that evoke a causally-preceding frame. For example, the *pre*-condition of the verb *investigate* that evokes the frame CRIMINALINVESTIGATION can be constrained by or inferred from the *post*-condition of the verb *perpetrate* that evokes the frame COMMITTINGCRIME, a causally-preceding frame. An interesting research direction will be to integrate signals from all these different sources to come up with the overall pre- and post-condition of verbs.

Another challenge to learning pre- and post-condition of verbs is that the pre- and post-conditions of a state changing verb may depend also on the argument of the verb or its type. For example, the verb *elect* causes different change of states when applied to different argument types: a “president” vs. a “vice president”, for example. Another example, the verb *schedule* will have different pre- and post-condition when applied to different argument types: a “flight” vs. a “meeting”. To solve this, we propose to organize our verb resource according to the argument types of the verbs. We will therefore learn the pre- and post-conditions of typed-verbs – verbs whose arguments (semantic roles) are typed. Hence, the verb *schedule* will have a couple of entries in the resource, each representing the different argument types it can take. The different entries of the verb in the resource can be seen as representing the different “senses” of the verb.

Furthermore, since lexical pre- and post-condition of verbs can vary widely, we can normalize the lexically varied pre- and post-condition by mapping them to categories and therefore relation values in the KB. For example, the pre- and post-condition of the verb *elect* containing nouns such as “president” and “vice president” can be mapped to the values of the HASJOBPOSITION relation in the KB. We can then generalize that the verb *elect* causes a change in the HASJOBPOSITION relation.

### 5 Conclusions

We envision a state changing verbs resource that contains pre- and post-condition of each verb on its entities. We have already demonstrated how useful such a resource would be for temporal scoping of relation instances (facts) in the KB [5]. Such a resource can enrich other tasks related to knowledge updates and natural language understanding. In this work we focus on building a resource on state-changing verbs. However, other types of words such as nouns can cause state change in entities e.g.,
“Microsoft’s acquisition of Skype”. In future, it will be interesting to explore if we can extend the resource on state-changing verbs to more generally, state-changing frames, for example.
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